YOU RECEIVE A CALL ABOUT A SICK RESIDENT
FOLLOW THESE STEPS.

TELL THE RESIDENT TO:

1. STAY IN THEIR ROOM & WEAR A MASK
   IF THIS IS AN EMERGENCY (student has extreme shortness of breath) CALL 911
   and state a resident has COVID-like symptoms

2. Complete the AHS Self-Assessment and book Testing / Online Booking | AHS
   self-isolate or schedule testing, resident should prepare to move to an isolation
   unit immediately

3. Sign into the Keyano Power Apps and complete the COVID-19 Self-Assessment
   form (student)

MEANWHILE YOU MUST:

1. Notify campus Security a resident must move to an isolation unit.

2. Residence Life Advisor (RLA) to inform other resident(s) in the unit about
   roommates relocation

3. Inform residents that custodial staff will be in the next morning to fog and
   disinfect entire unit